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(57) Abstract

Pressure swing adsorption separation

of a feed gas mixture, to obtain a purified

product gas of the less strongly adsorbed

fraction of the feed gas mixture, is performed

in a plurality of preferably an even number

of adsorbent beds (2, 4. 3, 5) with each ad-

sorbent bed communicating at its product end

(12, 13, 14, 15) directly to a variable volume

expansion chamber (53, 57), and at its feed

end by directional valves to a feed compres-

sor and an exhaust vacuum pump. For high

frequency operation of the pressure swing ad-

sorption cycle, a high surface area layered

support is used for the adsorbent. The com-

pressor and vacuum pump pistons may be in-

tegrated with the cycle, reciprocating at twice

the cycle frequency. Alternative configura-

tions of the layered adsorbent beds are dis-

closed.
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HIGH FREQUENCY PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION

TECHNICAL FIELD

5 The invention relates to gas separations conducted by

pressure swing adsorption, and more particularly to air

separation to generate concentrated oxygen or to air

purification to remove carbon dioxide or vapour

contaminants.

10

BACKGROUND ART

Gas separation by pressure swing adsorption is achieved by

coordinated pressure cycling and flow reversals over an

15 adsorbent bed which preferentially adsorbs a more readily

adsorbed component relative to a less readily adsorbed

component of the mixture. The total pressure is elevated

during intervals of flow in a first direction through the

adsorbent bed, and is reduced during intervals of flow in

20 the reverse direction. As the cycle is repeated, the less

readily adsorbed component is concentrated in the first

direction, while the more readily adsorbed component is

concentrated in the reverse direction.

25 The conventional process for gas separation by pressure

swing adsorption uses two or more adsorbent beds in

parallel, with directional valving at each end of each

adsorbent bed to connect the beds in alternating seguence to

pressure sources and sinks, thus establishing the changes of

3 0 working pressure and flow direction. This conventional

pressure swing adsorption process also makes inefficient use

of applied energy, because of irreversible expansion over

the valves while switching the adsorbent beds between higher

and lower pressures.

35

The prior art also includes the following pressure swing

adsorption devices with cyclically operated volume

displacement means reciprocating at the same frequency at
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both ends of an adsorbent bed, to generate pressure changes

internally and thus improve energy efficiency.

Keller (U.S. Pat. No. 4,354,859) has disclosed a single bed

pressure swing adsorption device for purifying both

components of a binary gas mixture fed to a central point of

the adsorbent bed. This device has volume displacement

means which may be pistons or diaphragms, of specified

unequal displacements at opposite ends of the bed.

My U.S. Pat. No. 4 ,702,903 discloses use of modified

Stirling or Ericsson cycle machines for performing gas

separations, in which expansion energy of the PSA cycle is

recovered and heat may be applied directly through the

modified Stirling cycle as a supplemental energy source to

perform pressure swing adsorption gas separations.

My U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,801,308 and 4,968,329 disclose related

gas separation devices with valve logic means to provide

large exchanges of fresh feed gas for depleted feed gas.

Such large feed exchanges, or effective scavenging, may be

required when concentrating one component as a desired

product without excessively concentrating or accumulating

other components, as in concentrating oxygen from feed air

25 containing water vapour whose excessive concentration and

accumulation would deactivate the adsorbent.

My U.S. Pat. No. 5,082,473 discloses related multistage

devices for with extraction and simultaneous concentration

30 of trace components.

All of the above cited devices use reciprocating pistons or

equivalent volume displacement mechanisms for establishing

the cyclic pressure and reversing flow regime of PSA cycles.

35 With relatively low PSA cycle frequencies attainable with

conventional granular adsorbent beds, the reciprocating

machinery is bulky and costly. Hence, there is a need for

rigid high surface area adsorbent supports which can

10
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overcome the limitations of granular adsorbent and enable

much higher cycle frequencies. High surface area rigid

adsorbent supports, comprised of monoliths, stacked or

spirally wound adsorbent-impregnated sheet material, are

disclosed in my U.S. Patent Nos. 4,702,903; 4,801,308;

4,968,329; and 5,082,473.

Small scale gas separation devices based on the above cited

U.S. patents have been built and operated successfully, for

applications including air separation and hydrogen

purification. These devices all use mechanical pistons to

generate the necessary reciprocating internal volume

displacements, in a flow-regulated pressure swing adsorption

cycle operating at relatively high frequency. Although

adsorbent inventories are reduced compared to most

conventional pressure swing adsorption systems, the piston

swept volume must considerably exceed the volume of the

adsorbent bed in order to generate the desired pressure

ratio between minimum and maximum working pressures. In

order to achieved the desired functions and energy

efficiency, the piston drive mechanism must be adapted to

exchange compression energy between adsorbent columns

undergoing compression and expansion steps. With the cycle

speeds permitted by commercial adsorbent pellets in packed

5 beds (typically not exceeding a practicable limit of 50 RPM

indicated by theoretical analysis and test experience)

,

scale-up of such devices using pistons to larger scale

tonnage air separation or hydrogen purification applications

would be difficult owing to the large and heavily loaded

0 low-speed reciprocating drive mechanisms which would be

necessary.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

5

The present invention provides a process for separating

first and second components of a feed gas mixture, the first

component being more readily adsorbed under increase of
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pressure relative to the second component which is less

readily adsorbed under increase of pressure over an

adsorbent material, such that a gas mixture of the first and

second components contacting the adsorbent material is

5 relatively enriched in the first component at a lower

pressure and is relatively enriched in the second component

at a higher pressure when the pressure is cycled between the

lower and higher pressures at a cyclic frequency of the

process defining a cycle period; providing for the process

10 an even number 11N" of substantially similar adsorbent beds

of the adsorbent material, with said adsorbent beds having

first and second ends; and further providing a variable

volume expansion chamber for each adsorbent bed and

communicating to the second end of each adsorbent bed, the

15 expansion chamber having a displacement volume defined as

the difference between its maximum volume and its minimum

volume; and performing in each adsorbent bed the

sequentially repeated steps within the cycle period of:

20 (A) supplying a flow of the feed gas mixture to the first

end of the adsorbent bed during a feed time interval

commencing when the pressure within the adsorbent bed

is a first intermediate pressure between the lower

pressure and the higher pressure, pressurizing the

25 adsorbent bed to substantially the higher pressure, and

then continuing the flow of feed gas mixture at

substantially higher pressure while expanding the

volume of the expansion chamber from its minimum volume

to withdraw gas enriched in the second component from

30 the second end of the adsorbent bed, and also

delivering some gas enriched in the second component as

a light product gas at a light product delivery

pressure which is typically the higher pressure less

minor pressure drops due to flow friction,

35

(B) while flow at the first end of the adsorbent bed is

stopped during a cocurrent blowdown time interval,

withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the second
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component as light reflux gas from the second end of

the adsorbent bed into the expansion chamber, and

further expanding the volume of the expansion chamber

so as depressurize the adsorbent bed from the higher

5 pressure toward a second intermediate pressure between

the higher pressure and the lower pressure,

(C) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the first

component from the first end of the adsorbent bed

during an exhaust time interval including

countercurrent blowdown and purge steps, so as to

depressurize the adsorbent bed from the second

intermediate pressure to the lower pressure, and then

contracting the volume of the expansion chamber so as

to supply light reflux gas from the expansion chamber

to the second end of the adsorbent bed to purge the

adsorbent bed at substantially the lower pressure while

continuing to withdraw gas enriched in the first

component as a heavy product gas, and

(D) while flow at the first end of the adsorbent bed is

stopped, further contracting the expansion chamber to

its minimum volume during a light reflux pressurization

time interval, so as to supply light reflux gas from

the expansion chamber to the second end of the

adsorbent bed to increase the pressure of the adsorbent

bed from substantially the lower pressure to the first

intermediate pressure.

30 The process may be controlled by varying cycle frequency so

as to achieve desired purity, recovery and flow rate of the

light product gas. Alternatively, the feed flow rate and

the light product flow rate may be adjusted at a given cycle

frequency, so as to achieve desired light product purity.

35 The light product delivery pressure may alternatively

controlled downstream as a preferred way to achieve desired

light product purity and flow rate.

10

15

20

25
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The first intermediate pressure and second intermediate

pressure are typically approximately equal to atmospheric

pressure, so that the lower pressure is subatmospheric . In

air purification applications, the first component is an

5 impurity gas or vapour, the gas mixture is air containing

the impurity, and the light product is purified air. In air

separation applications, the first component is nitrogen,

the second component is oxygen, the adsorbent material

includes a nitrogen-selective zeolite, the gas mixture is

10 air, and the light product is enriched oxygen.

The invention also provides apparatus for separating such a

feed gas mixture, the first component being more readily

adsorbed under increase of pressure relative to the second

15 component which is less readily adsorbed under increase of

pressure over an adsorbent material, such that a gas mixture

of the first and second components contacting the adsorbent

material is relatively enriched in the first component at a

lower pressure and is relatively enriched in the second

20 component at a higher pressure when the pressure is cycled

between the lower and higher pressures at a cyclic frequency

of the process defining a cycle period, the apparatus

including

25 (a) a number "N" of substantially similar adsorbent beds of

the adsorbent material, with said adsorbent beds having

first and second ends defining a flow path through the

adsorbent material,

30 (b) a feed valve means and an exhaust valve means connected

to the first end of each adsorbent bed,

(c) valve actuation means to actuate the feed valve means

and the exhaust valve means, so that at any instant one

35 of the feed or exhaust valve means may be open with the

other closed or else both of the feed and exhaust valve

means are closed,
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(d) feed supply means to introduce the feed gas mixture to

the feed valve at a feed pressure,

(e) exhaust means to remove gas enriched in the first

5 component from the purge exhaust port of the first

distributor valve.

(f) light product delivery means to deliver a light product

flow of gas enriched in the second component from the

10 second ends of the adsorbent beds;

(g) a variable volume expansion chamber communicating to

the second end of each adsorbent bed, and

15 (h) expansion chamber cycling means to vary the volume of

the expansion chamber between minimum and maximum

volumes of the expansion chamber at the cyclic

frequency, with the minimum volume being reached at a

top dead centre time within the cycle period, and the

20 maximum volume being reached at a bottom dead centre

time within the cycle period;

and the valve actuation means cooperates with the expansion

chamber cycling means so that for each adsorbent bed:

(i) the valve actuation means opens the feed valve

when the expansion chamber is approaching its

minimum volume and when the pressure in the

adsorbent bed is less than the higher pressure,

keeps the feed valve open during a feed time

interval while the expansion chamber cycling means

brings the volume of the expansion chamber past

its minimum volume and the pressure in the

adsorbent bed has risen to substantially the

higher pressure, and closes the feed valve

following the top dead centre time by a feed phase

lag interval,

25

30

35
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(ii) the valve actuation means opens the exhaust valve

when the expansion chamber is approaching its

maximum volume and when the pressure in the

adsorbent bed is greater than the minimum

5 pressure, keeps the exhaust valve open during an

exhaust time interval while the expansion chamber

cycling means brings the volume of the expansion

chamber past its maximum volume and the pressure

in the adsorbent bed has dropped to substantially

10 the lower pressure, and closes the exhaust valve

following the top dead centre time by an exhaust

phase lag interval, and

(iii) the valve actuation means keeps both the feed and

15 exhaust valves closed during a cocurrent blowdown

time interval while the pressure in the adsorbent

bed is decreasing between the feed and exhaust

time intervals, and during a light reflux

pressurization time interval while the pressure in

20 the adsorbent bed is increasing between the

exhaust and subsequent feed time intervals, with

the cycle period being equal to the sum of the

feed, cocurrent blowdown, exhaust and light reflux

pressurization time intervals.

25

Typically, the feed time interval, cocurrent blowdown time

interval, exhaust time interval and light reflux

pressurization interval are each approximately equal to one

quarter of the cycle period. The feed phase lag interval is

30 typically approximately equal to the exhaust phase lag

interval, and in the range of approximately 30° to 45°, with

the cycle period being 360° of phase.

The expansion chamber is typically defined by a piston

3 5 reciprocating with fluid sealing contact within a cylinder,

although embodiments using rotary displacement mechanisms

are also contemplated. The expansion chambers provide the

"light reflux" function of accepting a portion of the gas
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enriched in the second component as light reflux gas from a

bed at the higher pressure and during cocurrent blowdown to

reduce the pressure from the higher pressure, and then

returning that gas to the same adsorbent bed to provide

5 purge at the lower pressure and then to provide light reflux

pressurization to increase the pressure from the lower

pressure

.

The light reflux function enables production of the light

product with high purity. The use of expansion pistons in

the present invention to control light reflux flows

provides advantageous positive displacement regulation of

the pressure swing adsorption cycle, combined with energy

recovery since net work is delivered by each expansion

piston over a complete cycle. The pressure within the

expansion chamber is typically higher when it is expanding

than when it is contracting, thus providing recoverable

expansion work. The net expansion work may be further

augmented by heating the expansion chamber, most effectively

by heating gas that is flowing between the second end of

each adsorbent bed and the expansion chamber for that bed.

The expansion pistons provide cocurrent blowdown with final

countercurrent depressurization assisted by a vacuum pump,

25 and also provide light reflux pressurization with final

pressurization assisted by a feed blower. The use of the

vacuum pump and the feed blower to assist respectively in

the final stages of blowdown and pressurization is a most

important aspect of the present invention, distinguishing

30 over the Fig. 3 embodiment of my U.S. Patent No. 4,968,329.

In that Fig. 3 embodiment, the expansion piston was used to

perform the complete pressure changes between the higher and

lower pressures, without assistance from a vacuum pump or

feed blower. Experimental tests of that Fig. 3 embodiment

35 displayed a marginal capability to attain high purity of

enriched oxygen, while recovery and specific productivity

(per unit of adsorbent) were very low. In contrast, the

preesent invention provides cooperation between the vacuum

15
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pump and the expansion piston to enhance the final stage of

blowdwon, and between the feed blower or compressor and the

expansion piston to enhance the final stage of

pressurization. The improved apparatus of the present

5 invention has been tested with excellent results of high

purity at high recovery and high specific productivity, for

example better than 90% purity oxygen at 59% recovery and

approximately 0.4 normal litres of oxygen produced per litre

of adsorbent each cycle, using commercial Ca-X adsorbent at

10 a ratio between higher and lower pressures of only 2.5:1.

Preferred embodiments have an even number of adsorbent beds.

For each opposed pair of adsorbent beds, the feed supply

means may include a feed chamber and an exhaust chamber, the

15 feed chamber communicating to an inlet check valve and to

the feed valve means for the opposed pair of adsorbent beds,

the exhaust chamber communicating to an exhaust check valve

and to the exhaust valve means for the opposed pair of

adsorbent beds, and with reciprocating drive means to

20 reciprocate the feed chamber and exhaust chamber at twice

the cycle frequency to perform feed and exhaust steps for

each bed of the opposed pair during a cycle. The feed

chamber and the exhaust chamber may be provided within a

feed/exhaust cylinder, the cylinder enclosing the feed

25 chamber and exhaust chamber separated by a piston on a

piston rod, with the piston rod penetrating the feed chamber

so that the ratio of the swept volume of the exhaust chamber

to the swept volume of the feed chamber is [D2
/ (D2 - d2

) ] for

piston diameter "D" and piston rod diameter "d" , and with

3 0 the reciprocating drive coupled to the piston rod. Two

opposed feed/exhaust cylinders may be coupled on a single

piston rod for an embodiment with four adsorbent beds phased

90° apart.

35 The feed and exhaust valves may be provided as four-way cam-

operated spool valves, or rotary four-way valves, or cam-

operated poppet valves, for controlling feed and exhaust for

pairs of adsorbent beds operating in opposed phase, or four
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beds phased 90° apart. With each adsorbent bed mounted

within its own reciprocating expansion piston, the expansion

piston itself may be ported to operate as a three-way spool

valve for feed admission and exhaust discharge control.

With a pair of opposed adsorbent beds mounted within a

double-acting expansion piston defining opposed expansion

chambers for each adsorbent bed of the pair, the expansion

piston may be ported as a four-way spool valve to provide

feed and exhaust valve functions for both adsorbent beds.

For high frequency operation, and particularly for adsorbent

beds installed inside reciprocating pistons, the adsorbent

beds may be provided as layered adsorbent or "adsorbent

laminate" formed from flexible adsorbent sheet providing

desirable compliance to accommodate stacking or rolling

errors, and spacer systems providing necessary stability

against unrestrained deflections or distortions that would

degrade the uniformity of the flow channels between adjacent

layers of adsorbent sheet.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

PCT/CA97/00993

Fig. 1 is a simplified schematic of an oxygen concentrator

apparatus with four adsorbent beds, with each bed

5 communicating to an expansion chamber reciprocating at the

PSA cycle frequency, a feed air blower, and an exhaust

vacuum pump.

Fig. 2 shows the valve actuation cam profile used in the

10 apparatus of Fig* 1.

Fig* 3 is a simplified schematic of an apparatus similar to

that of Fig. 1, but with the feed blower and exhaust vacuum

pump functions provided by double-acting feed/exhaust

15 cylinder reciprocating at twice the PSA cycle frequency.

Fig. 4 shows the gas flow pattern and pressure pattern

associated with an adsorbent bed of the apparatus of Fig. 3.

2 0 Fig. 5 shows an oxygen concentrator apparatus , with the

adsorbent beds provided as spiral rolls of adsorbent loaded

sheet material in each expansion piston.

Fig. 6 shows an oxygen concentration apparatus with

25 provision for partial powering by waste heat, and with the

adsorbent beds provided as stacks of adsorbent loaded

annular discs.

Fig. 7 is a drawing of a life support oxygen concentrator.
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MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Fias. 1 and 2

5 Fig. 1 shows a simplified schematic of a four bed PSA oxygen

concentrator 1, using expansion pistons for expansion energy

recovery.

Apparatus 1 has four adsorbent beds 2, 3, 4 and 5; the

10 adsorbent beds having respectively first ends 6,1,8 and 9,

and second ends 12, 13, 14 and 15. First ends 6 and 8

communicate by conduits 16 and 17 to four-way valve 18; and

first ends 7 and 9 communicate by conduits 20 and 21 to

four-way valve 22.

15

Four-way valves 18 and 22 are three position closed-centre

valves. The four-way valves are here depicted as spool

valves, respectively actuated by rotary cam 2 3 acting on cam

roller 24 and yoke 25, and by cam roller 27 and yoke 28.

20 Springs 30 and 31 are provided to ensure contact of the cam

rollers on cam 23.

Feed blower 3 3 is provided to draw feed air through inlet

filter 34, and supply compressed feed air by conduits 36 and

25 37 to four-way valves 18 and 22 respectively. Exhaust

vacuum pump 39 is provided to exhaust nitrogen-enriched air

waste by conduits 40 and 41 from four-way valves 18 and 22

respectively. Motor 43 is provided to drive feed blower 33

by shaft 44 and vacuum pump 39 by shaft 45.

30

Adsorbent bed second ends 12, 13, 14 and 15 are respectively

connected by conduit 51 to product delivery check valve 52

and expansion chamber 53, conduit 55 to product delivery

check valve 56 and expansion chamber 57, conduit 59 to

35 product delivery check valve 60 and expansion chamber 61,

and conduit 63 to product delivery check valve 64 and

expansion chamber 65. Product delivery check valves 52, 56,

60 and 64 deliver concentrated product oxygen to product
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manifold 66. Flow of oxygen product from manifold 66 to

product delivery conduit 68 is controlled by back-pressure

regulator 69, which allows product flow whenever the

pressure in manifold 66 reaches or exceeds the adjustable

5 pressure setting of regulator 69 and the pressure in product

delivery conduit 68 is no higher than the pressure in

manifold 66.

Variable volume expansion chambers 53 and 61 are defined by

10 double acting piston 71 in expansion cylinder 72, and

expansion chambers 57 and 65 are defined by double acting

piston 73 in expansion cylinder 74. Piston 71 is coupled by

piston rod 76 and connecting rod 77 to rotary crank 78.

Piston 73 is coupled by piston rod 80 and connecting rod 81

15 to rotary crank 82. Piston rods 76 and 80 are much smaller

in diameter than pistons 71 and 73 , and are sealed by piston

rod seals 85 and 86.

Cranks 78 and 82 are mounted on crankshaft 90, supported by

20 bearings 91 and 92. Crankshaft 90 rotates at the PSA cycle

frequency, and is coupled directly by cam shaft extension 93

to rotary cam 23. Cam shaft extension 93 is itself

supported by bearings 94 and 95, and is coupled to the motor

43 by gear reducer 96, shaft 97 and right-angle gearbox 98.

25

The PSA cycle is performed in the four adsorbent beds, with

a phase shift of 90° between the beds in the sequence of beds

2,3,4 and then 5. Each bed communicates at its second end

to an expansion chamber 53, 57, 61 and 65 whose cyclic

30 volume changes are phased 90° apart in that sequence. Each

pair of adsorbent beds opposed in phase by 180° (e.g. beds 2

and 4, or beds 3 and 5) is controlled at the feed end of the

beds by a four-way spool valve, and at the product end of

the beds by a double-acting expansion piston. The expansion

35 pistons are coupled by a mechanical crank linkage to a

rotary shaft with a rotary cam actuating the four-way

valves.
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It will be apparent that expansion chambers 53, 57, 61 and

65 could be equivalently defined by four single-acting

cylinders reciprocating at 90° phase intervals, and that

flexing diaphragms could be used as an equivalent volume

5 displacement means rather than pistons.

Fig. 2 shows the profile of valve actuation cam 23,

projected on the axis of shaft 93. The circumference of cam

23 is divided into four quadrants of 90° angular width. The

quadrants are defined as quadrant 101 from 0° to 90°,

10 quadrant 102 from 90° to 180°, quadrant 103 from 180° to 270°,

and quadrant 104 from 270° back to 0°. Cam rollers 25 of

valve 18 is offset from cam roller 28 of valve 22 by 90°.

Quadrants 102 and 104 have an equal radius R, determined

such that a valve (e.g. valve 22) whose roller is in that

15 quadrant will be in its closed centre position. Quadrant

101 has a radius more than R, such that a valve (e.g. valve

18) whose roller is in that quadrant will be in an open

position. Quadrant 103 has a radius less than R, such that

a valve whose roller is in that quadrant will be in the

20 opposite open position to its open position when in quadrant

101.

The expansion pistons and 4-way valves reciprocate at the

PSA cycle frequency, powered by the expansion energy

25 recovered from the PSA cycle by the pistons. The apparatus

includes a feed compressor and a vacuum pump, each connected

in turn to each adsorbent bed for 1/4 of the cycle period.

30 Power consumption is reduced since the compressor and vacuum

pump each follow the changing pressure of the adsorbent bed

for respectively feed pressurization and countercurrent

blowdown steps. Thus, the average working pressure across

each of the compressor and vacuum pump is much less than the

35 maximum working pressure. With the mechanical speed

reduction linkage coupling the expansion pistons to the

compressor or vacuum pump motor, the net expansion energy

recovered is applied to reduce motor power consumption, and
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the PSA cycle frequency is established by motor RPM and the

ratio of the speed reduction linkage.

Advantages of this cycle are (1) lowest practicable power

5 consumption, (2) simplified self-regulated cycle control by

the expansion piston and spool valve mechanism, plus an

external control of product back-pressure, (3) complete

elimination of solenoid valves and electronic controls, (4)

positive exclusion of exhaust gas recycle that may cause

10 water vapour build-up and even condensation in the adsorbent

beds, and (5) the option of product flow control by motor

speed regulation. This technology lends itself to novel

oxygen demand control /response features. Thus, at night the

unit might be run slower for reduced oxygen demand while

15 also becoming quieter.

Fig. 3

20 Apparatus 120 is a closely related device, using double-

acting feed/exhaust cylinders 121 and 122 to provide the

combined feed compressor and exhaust vacuum pump functions.

Feed/exhaust cylinder 121 includes a feed chamber 123 and an

exhaust chamber 124, separated by piston 125 on piston rod

25 126 reciprocating within cylinder 121. Likewise, identical

feed/exhaust cylinder 122 includes a feed chamber 13 3 and an

exhaust chamber 134 , separated by piston 135 on piston rod

136 reciprocating within cylinder 122.

30 A feed/ exhaust volume displacement ratio is defined as the

ratio of the swept volume of the feed chambers to the swept

volume of the exhaust chambers, equal to

[D2/(D2 - d2
) ] for piston diameter MD" and piston rod diameter

"d"

.

35

Inlet check valves 140 and 141 are provided to admit feed

flow from inlets 142 and 14 3 to feed chambers 123 and 13 3

respectively. Exhaust check valves 144 and 145 are provided
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to discharge exhaust flow from exhaust chambers 123 and 133

respectively.

Piston 125 is reciprocated by connecting rod 150 coupling

5 rotary crank 151 to piston rod 126. Piston 135 is

reciprocated by connecting rod 152 coupling rotary crank 151

to piston rod 126. Since both pistons are actuated by the

same crank 151, they reciprocate in 180° opposed phase.

Rotary crank 151 is carried by shaft 155, supported by

10 bearings 156 and 157, and driven by motor 158.

The feed/exhaust cylinders reciprocate at exactly twice the

PSA cycle frequency through a 2:1 ratio of the speed

reduction linkage, provided as gear 160 on shaft 155 meshing

15 with gear 161 on shaft 93. Gear 160 has half the diameter

of gear 161 to define the 2:1 ratio. The relative

rotational phase of shafts 93 and 155, and hence the phase

relation of reciprocation of the feed/exhaust cylinders to

reciprocation of the expansion cylinders and directional

20 valves, is established by gears 160 and 161.

In the above described embodiments, the most simple system

for small capacity oxygen concentrators is to use two 4-way

spool valves, each serving two beds. An alternative, more

25 attractive for somewhat larger capacity systems, is to use

four 3-way valves, each serving one bed. The 3 -way valves

can be mechanically cam-operated as in the case of the 4-way

valves. A desirable approach with 3 -way spool valves is to

use a porting configuration which doubles the effective port

30 area for the low pressure exhaust flow compared to the high

pressure feed flow, thus allowing use of a smaller valve for

the same capacity. Spool valves with clearance seals can

achieve dust exclusion by a self-purging principle.

35

Fig. 4

Fig. 4 shows time variation of the gas flow pattern and the
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pressure pattern over a cycle period in an adsorbent bed of

the apparatus of Fig. 3. The horizontal axis 201 of Fig. 4

represents time, in quarter fractions of the cycle period.

The vertical axis 202 in the lower part of Fig, 4 represents

5 working pressure in adsorbent bed 2, at for example its

first end 6. The vertical axis 203 in the upper part of

Fig. 4 represents volumes within the apparatus associated

with bed 2.

10 The suffix "V" is added to the numerals in Fig. 3 of spaces

whose corresponding volume is shown. Thus volume 2V is the

void volume of adsorbent bed 2, dead volumes 51V and 16V

correspond to conduits 51 and 16, varying volume 53V is that

of expansion chamber 53, varying volume 123V is that of feed

15 chamber 123 (when communicating to bed 2 through open ports

of valve 18) , and varying volume 124V is that of exhaust

chamber 124 (when communicating to bed 2 through open ports

of valve 18) . Approximately sinusoidal curve 205 indicates

the trajectory of expansion piston 71, varying volume 53V

2 0 from its minimum value at top dead centre time "t^" to its

maximum value at bottom dead centre time " ^max" • At each

instant of time, the vertical distance between curve 205 and

horizontal line 2 06 indicates the volume of chamber 53.

25 Dead volume 16V is defined by horizontal lines 208 and 209.

The separation between curve 210 and line 2 09 shows the

compression of a volume 123V from chamber 12 3 into the

working volume. Broken curve 211 shows the induction of

feed air into volume 123, in preparation for the next

30 compression stroke to the opposite bed. The separation

between curve 212 and line 209 shows the expansion of a

volume 124V as chamber 123 draws exhaust gas out of the

working volume. Broken curve 213 shows the expulsion of

exhaust gas out of volume 123, in preparation for the next

35 vacuum stroke for the opposite bed.

Curve 215

shows the time variation of pressure, cycling between the

higher pressure PH and the lower pressure PL . The maximum or
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higher pressure P„ is attained when expansion chamber 53

passes its minimum value, while compression chamber 123

approaches its minimum value to deliver feed air into the

adsorbent bed while product gas is delivered. The minimum

5 or lower pressure P, is attained just after expansion chamber

53 has expanded to its maximum volume and has begun to

contract, while vacuum chamber 124 is still drawing exhaust

gas but of the adsorbent bed.

The cycle is divided into four process steps, here shown as

occupying equal time intervals. The feed step (including

feed pressurization and feed for light product delivery at

the higher pressure) extends over the feed time interval

from times 0 to T/4 of the cycle period on horizontal axis

201, the cocurrent blowdown step extends over the cocurrent

blowdown interval from T/4 to T/2, the exhaust interval

(including countercurrrent blowdown and purge) extends over

the countercurrent blowdown interval from T/2 to 3T/4, and

the light reflux pressurization step extends over the light

reflux pressurization time interval from 3T/4 to T

completing the cycle.

The light reflux pressurization step begins at the lower

pressure and ends at a first intermediate pressure 216. The

25 feed step includes feed pressurization (with some

contribution of light reflux pressurization until the

expansion chamber has contracted to its minimum volume at

top dead centre) from first intermediate pressure 216 to the

higher pressure. Typically, the first intermediate pressure

3 0 is nominally atmospheric pressure. The cocurrent blowdown

step begins at substantially the higher pressure and ends at

a second intermediate pressure 217, which typically may be

approximately equal to the first intermediate pressure 216.

The exhaust step performs countercurrent blowdown from

35 second intermediate pressure 217 to the lower pressure, with

some continued contribution of cocurrent blowdown until the

expansion chamber has expanded to its maximum volume at

bottom dead centre.

15
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The feed step ends after top dead centre of the expansion

chamber, delayed by a feed phase lag interval extending from

tMlN to T/4. Similarly, the exhaust step ends after bottom

dead centre of the expansion chamber, delayed by an exhaust

5 feed phase lag interval extending from t^x to 3T/4. The

exhaust phase lag is typically approximately equal to the

feed phase lag. The feed phase lag interval may be in the

range of 0° to 60°, but preferably in the range of

approximately 30° to 45°, with the cycle period being 360° of

10 phase* Experimentally, better performance (higher recovery

for given oxygen purity) was unexpectedly achieved at 45°

compared to 30° feed phase lag.

As in the above disclosed PSA systems, four-way directional

15 spool valves could be used to supply feed and withdraw waste

gas from a set of four beds. The spool valves control flows

from a feed compressor and to an exhaust vacuum pump exactly

as in Figures 1 or 2 , and each connected in sequence to each

adsorbent bed for 1/4 of the cycle period.

20

Fig. 5

Within the practicable cycle frequency limitation of

25 granular adsorbent (e.g. not much more than 10 cycles per

minute without significant axial adsorbent bed pressure

drops and associated bed attrition problems) , the expansion

pistons become excessively large, so that the embodiment of

Fig. 1 would only be attractive for extremely energy-

30 sensitive applications (e.g. 12 volt DC power) while that of

Fig. 3 would most likely apply only to manually powered

emergency life support devices.

In order to achieve high frequency operation, conventional

35 granular adsorbent packed beds must be replaced with a high

surface area adsorbent support monolith, so that much higher

cycle frequencies become possible. That solution is

illustrated in embodiments below described.
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The present invention includes the use of adsorber elements

(replacing conventional packed adsorbent beds) formed of

layered or laminated sheet material, using fibre

reinforcement to support a zeolite loaded composite in

5 "adsorbent sheets". Alternative fibrous reinforcement

materials may be based on glass, mineral, carbon or kevlar

fibres, with either long or short fibres. The sheets are

thin enough to provide high surface area. Proprietary

spacers provide accurately defined gas flow channels between

10 the adsorbent sheets. The direction of flow is tangential

to the adsorbent sheets and within the channels between

adjacent pairs of adsorbent sheets.

Layered adsorber (or "adsorbent laminate") elements may be

15 made in the form of rectangular books, with flow between the

sheets parallel to one edge, as in experimental samples

currently under test. Other configurations disclosed herein

include spirally rolled elements with axial flow, and

elements made by stacking annular discs with radial flow

20 between the discs.

At the present stage of development, experimental adsorbent

laminate elements have operated in a PSA unit generating

high purity oxygen at 100 cycles/minute. With minor

25 refinements and greater control of tolerances, cycle

frequencies are projected to extend up to about 600

cycles/minute, consistent with reciprocation of the double-

acting feedy exhaust pistons of Fig, 2 at 1200 RPM. Because

the adsorbent laminate technology will enable very high

30 cycling rates, it promises to achieve radical

miniaturization of the TCPSA equipment.

Embodiment 300 is an oxygen concentrator apparatus, with the

adsorbent beds provided as spiral rolls of adsorbent sheet

35 material in each expansion piston. As in apparatus 120 of

Fig. 4, double-acting feed/exhaust cylinders 121 and 122

provide the combined feed compressor and exhaust vacuum pump

functions. Feed/exhaust cylinder 121 includes a feed
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chamber 123 and an exhaust chamber 124, separated by piston

125 on piston rod 126 reciprocating within cylinder 121.

Likewise, identical feed/exhaust cylinder 122 includes a

feed chamber 133 and an exhaust chamber 134, separated by

5 piston 135 on piston rod 136 reciprocating within cylinder

122.

Inlet check valves 14 0 and 141 are provided to admit feed

flow from inlets 142 and 143 to feed chambers 123 and 133

10 respectively. Exhaust check valves 144 and 145 are provided

to discharge exhaust flow from exhaust chambers 123 and 133

respectively.

Piston 125, piston rod 126, piston 135 and piston rod 126

15 are reciprocated by scotch yoke 301. Rotary crank 302 is

driven by motor 303 to rotate around axis 3 04, and is

engaged with scotch yoke 301 by bearing sleeve 305.

The shaft of motor 303 is coupled by a linkage 310 to

20 gearbox 311 whose gear ratio is 2:1. Gearbox 311 is coupled

to expansion crankshaft 312, supported by bearings 313 and

314, so that rotary crank 302 rotates at exactly twice the

rotary speed of expansion crankshaft 312. The relative

angular phase between crankshaft 312 and crank 3 02 is

25 determined by the coupling between linkage 310 and gearbox

311, while the feed/ exhaust cylinders reciprocate at twice

the PSA cycle freguency.

Expansion crankshaft 312 has four crank throws 315, 316, 317

30 and 318 phased 90* apart. Each crank throw (315, 316, 317

and 318) is coupled by a connecting rod 320 and pin 321 to

an expansion piston 325, 326, 327 and 328 reciprocating

respectively in an expansion cylinder 330, 331, 332 and 333.

35

The pistons respectively define expansion spaces 335, 336,

337 and 338 in their expansion cylinders. At the moment

depicted, piston 325 is near its bottom dead centre position
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for maximum expansion of space 335, piston 326 is advancing

as indicated by arrow 340 to contract space 336, piston 327

is near its top dead centre position to minimize the volume

of space 337, and piston 328 is retracting as indicated by

5 arrow 341 to expand space 338.

Each expansion piston (e.g. typical piston 325) reciprocates

in its cylinder 330 with effective sealing by a narrow

clearance gap betweeen cylinder 330 and piston sealing wall

350 which have a mutual sealing contact. This gap is so

narrow as to minimize leakage between piston 325 and the

cylinder wall, which are respectively fabricated of suitable

materials (e.g. ceramics or hardened steel alloys) for low

wear and low friction without external lubrication. The

piston 325 is also configured to function as a 3 -way valve

for feed and exhaust of the adsorbent bed supported on that

piston. A feed conduit 351 in the piston 325 communicates

to valve port 352 opening through the sealing wall 350 of

piston 325 providing a reciprocal clearance seal to

cyclinder 330. Cylinder 330 has a feed port 354 and an

exhaust port 3 55 which become aligned for fluid

communication with valve port 3 52 at respectively the top

dead centre and bottom dead centre positions of the piston.

Valve port 352 is completely closed to both of the feed port

354 and the exhaust port 355 when the piston is midway

between its top and bottom dead centre positions.

In this embodiment, the adsorbent bed element is installed

within the expansion piston whose wall forms a sealing

30 contact within the expansion cylinder, with the adsorbent

bed second end communicating to the expansion chamber and

the adsorbent bed first end communicating to a valve port

through the wall of the expansion piston, and the expansion

cylinder wall having a feed port communicating to the feed

35 supply means and an exhaust port communicating to the

exhaust means, such that the valve port is open to the feed

port and the exhaust port is closed when the expansion

piston is at or near its top dead centre position, the valve

10

15

20

25
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port is open to the exhaust port and the feed port is closed

when the expansion piston is at or near its bottom dead

centre position, and the valve port, feed port and exhaust

port are all closed to fluid flow when the expansion piston

5 is at or near an intermediate position between its top and

bottom dead centre positions.

The adsorbent bed (or "adsorber element") on typical

expansion piston 325 is provided as a spiral roll 359 of

adsorbent loaded sheet material forming layers 3 60 and wound

around a core mandrel 361. The spiral roll is made by

rolling one, two or many leaves around the central mandrel,

with each leaf comprising a single adsorbent sheet and

spacer layer. The spacers may be provided as separate

spacer elements or a mesh to be rolled with the adsorbent

sheet, or may be provided as a pattern of raised bosses,

raised ribs or grooves on one or both sides of the adsorbent

sheet. The spacer pattern in each layer provide flow

channels with a flow direction which may be identical with

the average axial flow direction, or else skewed from that

averal axial flow direction by a small angle. Alternating

spacer layers may be skewed oppositely to provide

stabilization by multiple oblique crossovers.

25 The adsorbent material may be provided as a coating on one

or both sides of an inert support material such as an

aluminum foil, or may be provided in a composite matrix of

adsorbent with fibrous reinforcement and a suitable binder.

The layers 3 60 are spaced apart to establish narrow and

30 substantially identical flow channels 361 between each

adjacent pair of layers 360, so that gas flow at

substantially uniform velocity takes place on both sides of

each layer 360. The spiral roll 359 is contained in a

housing 365 integral with piston 325, and may also be

35 retained by a central bolt 366 through core mandrel 361.

The adsorbent bed has a first end 3 67 communicating with

feed plenum 368 which in turn communicates to feed conduit

351, and a second end 369 directly communicating with

10

15

20
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expansion space 335. The flow channels 361 define a flow

path between the first and second ends of the adsorbent bed,

contacting the adsorbent material. A more detailed

description of this type of adsorbent bed is provided in

5 Fig. 7.

Feed chamber 123 is connected by conduit 375 to feed port

354 of cylinder 330 and by conduit 376 to feed port 377 of

cylinder 3 32. Feed chamber 133 is connected by conduit 378

10 to feed port 379 of cylinder 331 and by conduit 380 to feed

port 381 of cylinder 333. Exhaust chamber 124 is connected

by conduit 382 to exhaust port 355 of cylinder 330 and by

conduit 383 to exhaust port 384 of cylinder 332. Exhaust

chamber 134 is connected by conduit 385 to exhaust port 386

15 of cylinder 331 and by conduit 386 to exhaust port 387 of

cylinder 333.

Product gas is delivered by check valves 388, 389, 390 and

391, from expansion chambers 335, 336, 337 and 338

20 respectively, into product delivery manifold 392. The

product gas flows from manifold 392 into receiver 393, which

includes cooperating pressure and/ or flow control means to

establish the pressure of the product gas at a product

delivery pressure just below the higher pressure PH of the

25 PSA cycle.

When the feed/exhaust pistons 125 and 135 are stroking in

the direction indicated by arrow 394 , feed chamber 133 is

inducting feed air from inlet 143 as indicated by arrow 395

,

30 while exhaust chamber 134 is expelling exhaust gas from the

apparatus as indicated by arrow 396. As indicated by arrow

396, feed chamber 123 is delivering compressed feed gas by

conduit 37 6 and feed port 377 to the adsorbent bed of

expansion cylinder 332, from which product gas is then

35 delivered through check valve 390. As indicated by arrow

397, exhaust chamber 124 is extracting exhaust gas by

conduit 382 and exhjaust port 355 from adsorbent bed 359 of

expansion cylinder 330. simultaneously, the pressure is
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being increased by "product pressur ization" of the adsorbent

bed in expansion cylinder 331 by the motion of piston 326,

while

the pressure is being reduced by "cocurrent blowdown" of the

5 adsorbent bed in expansion cylinder 333 by the motion of

piston 328.

Fig- 6

10

Embodiment 400 is an oxygen concentration apparatus with

provision for partial powering by waste heat, and with the

adsorbent beds provided as stacks of adsorbent loaded

annular discs.

15

The feed blower and vacuum exhaust functions are provided

again by double-acting feed/exhaust cylinders, as in

embodiment 300. Here the four adsorbent beds 401, 402, 403

and 404 are mounted in opposed pairs in vessels 405 and 406

20 which also serve as double-acting expansion cylinders.

Typical adsorbent bed 401 is provided as a stack of thin

annular discs 410 supporting adsorbent material. The discs

may be made of an inert sheet material coated on both sides

25 with the adsorbent, or may be made as a composite of the

adsorbent with a fibrous reinforcement and suitable binder

to form a porous matrix. The discs 410 are spaced apart, by

an equal distance between each adjacent pair of discs, to

define flow channels 411. The flow direction in channels

30 411 will be substantially radial. A feed flow distributor

412 (e.g. a cylindrical screen or filter of a porous

sintered material) may be provided to enclose the stack of

discs just outside their outer diameter. Similarly, a

product flow distributor 413 (e.g. a cylindrical screen or

35 filter of a porous; sintered material) may be provided within

the stack of discs just inside their inner diameter. A flow

path through the adsorbent bed is defined radially by the

channels 411 communicating between the feed and product flow
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distributors. The flow distributors 412 and 413 will create

a modest pressure drop and will ensure improved uniformity

of flow distribution through this adsorbent bed, both

axially and circumferentially . The stack of adsorbent discs

410 in bed 401 is clamped between a front plate 414 and a

back plate 415. The adsorbent bed has a product plenum 4 16

inside product flow distributor 413, through which a central

bolt 417 may be installed. The adsorbent bed also has a

feed plenum 418 outside feed flow product distributor 412

and within the adjoining portion of vessel 405 up to back

plate 415. The outer diameter of the adsorbent discs

adjacent the feed plenum 418 defines the first end of the

radial flow path through the adsorbent bed and hence the

first end of the adsorber element, and the inner diameter of

the adsorbent discs adjacent the product plenum 418 defines

the second end of the flow path and hence the second end of

the adsorber element.

Adsorbent beds 401 and 403 are installed in opposite ends of

vessel 405. An expansion piston 420 with seal 421 defines

expansion chambers 42 3 and 424 in cylinder 425, which is the

central portion of vessel 405. Expansion chamber 423

cooperates with bed 401, and chamber 424 similarly

cooperates with adsorbent bed 403. Adsorbent beds 402 and

404 are installed in opposite ends of vessel 406.

A product flow passage 425 provides fluid communication

between expansion chamber 423 and product plenum 416 of

adjacent adsorbent bed 401. Heater coils 426 are provided

in passage 425, with externally heated heat exchange fluid

circulated into the coils as indicated by arrow 4 27 and out

of the coils as indicated by arrow 428. Baffles 429 are

provided to constrain the flow in passage 425 to follow

coils 426, so that the product gas contacts the coil in

countercurrent flow to the heat exchange fluid when flowing

from the product plenum 416 to the expansion space 423, and

in cocurrent flow to the heat exchange fluid when flowing

from the expansion space 423 to the product plenum 416 to
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the expansion space 4 23. Hence, product gas entering the

expansion space will be heated to a temperature T,,

approaching the temperature to which heat exchange fluid

entering the heater coil has been heated. A regenerative

5 heat exchange matrix may also be included within flow

passage 426, so that the temperature in expansion space 423

may be further elevated with respect to the temperature of

the adsorbent bed. Back plate 415 is shown in solid black,

and incorporates thermal insulation to isolate the adsorbent

10 bed from heater coil 426. Back plate 415 contacts the inner

wall of vessel 405 in sealing engagement, so as to prevent

leakage between the feed plenum 418 and product flow passage

425.

15 An expansion piston 430 with seal 431 defines expansion

chambers 433 and 4 34 in cylinder 4 35, which is the central

portion of vessel 4 06. Expansion chamber 4 33 cooperates

with bed 4 02, and chamber 4 34 similarly cooperates with

adsorbent bed 404. Product gas is delivered from the

20 product plenums 416 and product flow passages 425 of beds

401, 402, 403 and 404 by check valves 436, 437, 438 and 439

to product receiver and pressure control means 393.

Pistons 420 and 430 are reciprocated by piston rods 440 and

25 441, in turn driven by rotating crank throws 44 2 and 44 3 of

crankshaft 444 through connecting rods 445 and 446.

Crankshaft 444 is supported by bearings 447, 448 and 449;

and is connected by coupling 4 50 and linkage 451 to gearbox

452 and by linkage 453 to motor 303. Gearbox 452

30 establishes the rotating speed of crankshaft 444 to be

exactly 1/2 the rotating speed of crank 302 driving the

feed/exhaust pistons. The coupling and linkage also

establish the phase relationship between crank 302 and

crankshaft 444- Crankshaft 444 rotates at the cycle

35 frequency of the PSA process.

Feed gas compressed in feed chamber 123 enters conduit 460

and cooler 461 to remove heat of compression, and enters
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feed port 462 of 4-way rotary valve 463 . Exhaust gas is

drawn from exhaust port 464 of rotary valve 463 into conduit

465 and exhaust chamber 124. Rotary valve 463 includes a

barrel rotor 466 rotating counterclockwise with a narrow

5 clearance in stator 467. The stator has feed port 462 and

exhaust port 4 64 in 18 0° opposed positions, and two bed ports

470 and 471 in the opposed positions 90° offset from the feed

and exhaust port. Bed port 470 communicates by conduit 472

and optional heat exchanger 47 3 to the feed plenum of bed

10 401. Bed port 471 communicates by conduit 474 and optional

heat exchanger 475 to the feed plenum of bed 403. Valve

channels 476 and 477 in rotor 466 connect pairs of stator

ports 90° apart. At the moment shown, channel 476 connects

bed port 470 to exhaust port 464, and channel 477 connects

15 feed port 4 62 to bed port 471.

Feed gas compressed in feed chamber 133 enters conduit 480

and cooler 481 to remove heat of compression, and enters

feed port 482 of 4-way rotary valve 483. Exhaust gas is

20 drawn from exhaust port 484 of rotary valve 483 into conduit

485 and exhaust chamber 134. Rotary valve 483 includes a

barrel rotor 486 rotating counterclockwise with a narrow

clearance in stator 487. The stator has feed port 482 and

exhaust port 484 in 180° opposed positions, and two bed ports

25 490 and 4 91 in the opposed positions 90° offset from the feed

and exhaust port. Bed port 490 communicates by conduit 492

and optional heat exchanger 493 to the feed plenum of bed

404. Bed port 491 communicates by conduit 494 and optional

heat exchanger 495 to the feed plenum of bed 402. Valve

30 channels 496 and 497 in rotor 486 connect pairs of stator

ports 90° apart. At the moment shown, channels 496 and 497

are closed as the valve rotates between an intermediate

closed position while fieed chamber 133 inducts fresh feed

gas and exhaust chamber 134 expels exhaust gas.

35

Valve rotors 4 66 and 486 are driven by a rotary linkage 498

connected to coupling 450, so that the valves rotate at the

cyclic frequency of the PSA process, equal to the rotary
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frequency of crankshaft 444, and with the phase relation

indicated by Fig. 6. Valves 463 and 483 may be integrated

into a single unit combining rotors 466 and 486.

5

Fig, 7

Fig. 7 shows an apparatus for life support oxygen

enrichment, e.g. for medical oxygen supply to patients with

10 pulmonary disease, oxygen enrichment for high alpine

survival, or breathing air purification for survival in

confined spaces such as disabled submarines or collapsed

mine caverns.

15 Apparatus 900 has first and second spiral roll adsorber

elements 901 and 902 coaxially mounted within double-acting

expansion piston 903, which reciprocates with sealing

contact in expansion cylinder 904. The first end 905 of

adsorber element 901 communicates to first valve port 906 in

20 the sealing wall 907 of piston 903, while the first end 908

of adsorber element 902 communicates to second valve port

909 in the sealing wall 907 of piston 903. Second end 911

of adsorber 901 communicates directly to first expansion

chamber 912, while second end 913 of adsorber 902

25 communicates directly to second expansion chamber 914.

A double-acting feed/exhaust cylinder 915 provides the

combined feed compressor and exhaust vacuum pump functions.

Feed/exhaust cylinder 915 includes a feed chamber 916 and an

30 exhaust chamber 917, separated by piston 918 on piston rod

919 reciprocating within sleeve 920. Seals 921 and 92 2 are

provided to reduce leakage. Equivalently ,
piston 918 could

be replaced by a flexing diaphragm or convoluted bellows.

35 Inlet check valve 930 is provided to admit feed flow from

inlet air filter 931 into feed chamber 916. An exhaust

check valve 932 is provided to discharge exhaust flow from

exhaust chamber 917 to atmosphere. Feed conduit 93 3
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communicates from feed chamber 916 to feed port 934 in the

central part of expansion cylinder 904. A first exhaust

conduit 935 communicates from exhaust chamber 917 to first

exhaust port 936 in expansion cylinder 904, while a second

5 exhaust conduit 937 communicates from exhaust chamber 917 to

first exhaust port 938 in expansion cylinder 904. A valve

body 940 is provided with static seals 941 to expansion

cylinder 904 isolating the feed and exhaust ports.

10 In the position depicted, expansion chamber 912 is at bottom

dead centre while expansion chamber 914 is at top dead

centre. The first valve port 906 is open to the first

exhaust port 936 , the second exhaust port 938 is closed, and

the second valve port 909 is open to the feed port 934. It

15 is seen that the expansion piston and cylinder provide the

function of a closed centre four-way spool valve as feed and

exhaust valve means for the opposed pair of adsorber

elements.

20 Piston 918 is reciprocated by connecting rod 950 coupling

rotary crank 951 to piston rod 919 by crankpin 952. Rotary

crank 951 is rotated by drive shaft 953, supported by

bearings in crank housing 954. Expansion piston 903 is

coupled by a small diameter piston rod 960 through rod seal

25 961, and is in this embodiment driven through scotch yoke

962 by slider 963, reciprocated by crankpin 964 which

rotates about axis 965. The scotch yoke is supported by

outboard bearing 966 in housing 967, which also supports

shaft bearings on axis 965 for crankpin 964. Crankpin 964

3 0 rotates at the PSA cycle frequency, while crankshaft 953

rotates at exactly twice the PSA cycle frequency.

The 2:1 speed ratio, and the correct phase relation of an

approximate 45° phase lag (in the PSA cycle) of the piston

35 918 reaching its bottom dead centre (minimum feed chamber

volume and maximum exhaust chamber volume) after the

expansion chambers have reached top or bottom dead centre,

may conveninetly be established by a timing belt between the
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parallel crankshaft 953 and the shaft of crankpin 964.

The apparatus 900 as described above is a module with two

opposed adsorber elements. Two or three such modules could

5 be combined on common shafts 953 and 965, in order to have

a total of four or six adsorber elements operating in

balanced phase for relatively smooth drive torque and oxygen

delivery. Life support oxygen concentrators or breathing

air purifiers of this type may be manually powered for

10 survival applications.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

15 At the present stage of development, successful experimental

operation of adsorbent laminate modules has been achieved in

a PSA unit generating high purity oxygen at 100

cycles/minute. The adsorbent sheets were made of 13X

zeolite, supported with clay and silica binders on a long

20 fiber nonwoven f ibreglass scrim approximately 150 microns

thick, with flow channels approximately 7 5 microns height

between the adsorbent sheets. With minor refinements and

greater control of tolerances, using adsorbent sheets in the

range of 50 to 100 microns thick with spacers defining

25 channels approximately half the adsorbent sheet thickness,

this technology would extend up to about 600 cycles/minute,

consistent with reciprocation of the double-acting

feed/exhaust pistons of Fig. 2 at 1200 RPM.

3 0 Because the adsorbent laminate technology will enable high

cycling rates, it promises to achieve radical

miniaturization of the TCPSA equipment. Hence, the

objective of achieving very high energy efficiency in a much

more portable medical oxygen concentrator will be achieved

35 by this invention.

Other applications include survival life support for

mountain climbing expeditions (manually powered oxygen
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enrichment at extreme high altitudes), and for people

trapped in confined spaces (accidents in underground mines,

submarine vehicles, spacecraft) needing to use all available

oxygen down to low partial pressures, while being protected

from build-up of carbon dioxide and any other toxic gases.

Ultracompact and energy-efficient PSA equipment may be

useful for oxygen enrichment and hydrogen purification in

advanced energy generation systems such as fuel cells.

The high frequency PSA systems of the present invention

achieve superior control characteristics. These systems

feature partly or fully self-regulated cycle control, and

enable high recovery because of optimally stratified light

15 reflux. Energy efficiency is enhanced by recovery of

expansion energy, and because the feed compression and

vacuum pump functions ride the working pressure in beds, on

average much less than maximum positive or vacuum pressures

in beds. Low pressure ratios above and below atmospheric

20 pressure reduce adiabatic departures from ideal isothermal

processes. Low friction valves minimize parasitic power

loss. Efficiency is further enhanced by the minimal

pressure drops in parallel channel layered adsorbent

laminate modules.
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1. Process for separating first and second components of

a feed gas mixture, the first component being more

readily adsorbed under increase of pressure relative to

the second component which is less readily adsorbed

under increase of pressure over an adsorbent material,

such that a gas mixture of the first and second

components contacting the adsorbent material is

relatively enriched in the first component at a lower

pressure and is relatively enriched in the second

component at a higher pressure when the pressure is

cycled between the lower and higher pressures at a

cyclic frequency of the process defining a cycle

period; providing for the process a number "N" of

substantially similar adsorbent beds of the adsorbent

material, with said adsorbent beds having first and

second ends; and further providing a variable volume

expansion chamber for each adsorbent bed and

communicating to the second end of each adsorbent bed;

and performing in each adsorbent bed the sequentially

repeated steps within the cycle period of:

(A) supplying a flow of the feed gas mixture to the

first end of the adsorbent bed during a feed time

interval commencing when the pressure within the

adsorbent bed is a first intermediate pressure

between the lower pressure and the higher

pressure, pressurizing the adsorbent bed to

substantially the higher pressure, and then

continuing the flow of feed gas mixture at

substantially higher pressure while withdrawing

gas enriched in the second component from the

second end of the adsorbent bed, and delivering

gas enriched in the second component as a light

product gas at a light product delivery pressure,

(B) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the second

WO 98/29182
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component as light reflux gas from the second end

of the adsorbent bed into the expansion chamber

during a cocurrent blowdown time interval , and

expanding the volume of the expansion chamber so

as depressurize the adsorbent bed from the higher

pressure toward a second intermediate pressure

between the higher pressure and the lower

pressure,

(C) withdrawing a flow of gas enriched in the first

component from the first end of the adsorbent bed

during an exhaust time interval, so as to

depressurize the adsorbent bed from the second

intermediate pressure to the lower pressure, and

then contracting the volume of the expansion

chamber so as to supply light reflux gas from the

expansion chamber to the second end of the

adsorbent bed to purge the adsorbent bed at

substantially the lower pressure while continuing

to withdraw gas enriched in the first component as

a heavy product gas, and

(D) further contracting the expansion chamber so as to

supply light reflux gas from the expansion chamber

to the second end of the adsorbent bed during a

light reflux pressurization time interval, to

increase the pressure of the adsorbent bed from

substantially the lower pressure to the first

intermediate pressure.

The process of claim 1, further varying cycle frequency

so as to achieve desired purity, recovery and flow rate

of the light product gas.

The process of claim 1, further varying the feed flow

rate and the light product flow rate at a given cycle

frequency, so as to achieve desired light product

purity.
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4. The process of claim 1, in which the light product

delivery pressure is substantially the higher pressure.

5. The process of claim 4, further varying the light

product delivery pressure at a given cycle frequency,

so as to achieve desired light product purity and flow

rate.

6. The process of claim 1, further heating gas that is

flowing between the second end of each adsorbent bed

and the expansion chamber for that bed.

7. The process of claim 1, in which the first intermediate

pressure an second intermediate pressure are

substantially equal

.

8. The process of claim 1, in which the first intermediate

pressure is substantially atmospheric pressure, so that

the lower pressure is subatmospheric.

9. The process of claim 1, in which the first component is

an impurity gas or vapour , the gas mixture is air

containing the impurity, and the light product is

purified air.

10. The process of claim 1, in which the first component is

nitrogen, the second component is oxygen, the adsorbent

material includes a nitrogen-selective zeolite, the gas

mixture is air, and the light product is enriched

oxygen

.

11. Apparatus for separating first and second components of

a feed gas mixture, the first component being more

readily adsorbed under increase of pressure relative to

the second component which is less readily adsorbed

under increase of pressure over an adsorbent material,

such that a gas mixture of the first and second

components contacting the adsorbent material is
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relatively enriched in the first component at a lower

pressure and is relatively enriched in the second

component at a higher pressure when the pressure is

cycled between the lower and higher pressures at a

cyclic frequency of the process defining a cycle

period, the apparatus including

(a) a number "N" of substantially similar adsorbent

beds of the adsorbent material , with said

adsorbent beds having first and second ends

defining a flow path through the adsorbent

material

,

(b) a feed valve means and an exhaust valve means

connected to the first end of each adsorbent bed,

(c) valve actuation means to actuate the feed valve

means and the exhaust valve means, so that at any

instant one of the feed or exhaust valve means may

be open with the other closed or else both of the

feed and exhaust valve means are closed,

(d) feed supply means to introduce the feed gas

mixture to the feed valve at a feed pressure,

(e) exhaust means to remove gas enriched in the first

component from the purge exhaust port of the first

distributor valve.

(f) light product delivery means to deliver a light

product flow of gas enriched in the second

component from the second ends of the adsorbent

beds

;

(g) a variable volume expansion chamber communicating

to the second end of each adsorbent bed, and

(h) expansion chamber cycling means to vary the volume
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of the expansion chamber between minimum and

maximum volumes of the expansion chamber at the

cyclic frequency, with the minimum volume being

reached at a top dead centre time within the cycle

period, and the maximum volume being reached at a

bottom dead centre time within the cycle period;

and the valve actuation means cooperates with the

expansion chamber cycling means so that for each

adsorbent bed:

(i) the valve actuation means opens the feed

valve when the expansion chamber is

approaching its minimum volume and when the

pressure in the adsorbent bed is less than

the higher pressure, keeps the feed valve

open during a feed time interval while the

expansion chamber cycling means brings the

volume of the expansion chamber past its

minimum volume and the pressure in the

adsorbent bed has risen to substantially the

higher pressure, and closes the feed valve

following the top dead centre time by a feed

phase lag interval

,

(ii) the valve actuation means opens the exhaust

va 1ve when the expansion chamber is

approaching its maximum volume and when the

pressure in the adsorbent bed is greater than

the minimum pressure , keeps the exhaust valve

open during an exhaust time interval while

the expansion chamber cycling means brings

the volume of the expansion chamber past its

maximum volume and the pressure in the

adsorbent bed has dropped to substantially

the lower pressure, and closes the exhaust

valve following the top dead centre time by

an exhaust phase lag interval , and
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(iii) the valve actuation means keeps both the feed

and exhaust valves closed during a cocurrent

blowdown time interval while the pressure in

the adsorbent bed is decreasing between the

feed and exhaust time intervals, and during

a light reflux pressur ization time interval

while the pressure in the adsorbent bed is

increasing between the exhaust and subsequent

feed time intervals, with the cycle period

being equal to the sum of the feed, cocurrent

blowdown, exhaust and light reflux

pressur ization time intervals.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the feed time

interval, cocurrent blowdown time interval, exhaust

time interval and light reflux pressurization interval

are each approximately equal to one quarter of the

cycle period.

13. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the feed phase lag

interval is substantially equal to the exhaust phase

lag interval.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, in which the feed phase lag

interval is in the range of approximately 3 0° to 4 5°,

with the cycle period being 3 60° of phase.

15. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the expansion

chamber cycling means and the valve actuation means

cooperate to establish a relative cycle phase for

commencing the feed step for each of the adsorbent

beds, such that the relative cycle phases for the

adsorbent beds are spaced equally apart with a phase

difference of 3 60°/N.

16. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the expansion

chamber is defined by a piston reciprocating within a

cylinder.
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17. The apparatus of claim 16 in which the expansion

chamber cycling means is a reciprocating linkage

coupled to the piston and to a rotary crankshaft.

18. The apparatus of claim 11, with heater means interposed

between the second end of the adsorbent bed and the

expansion chamber communicating with that adsorbent

bed.

19. The apparatus of claim 11, in which a multiport rotary

distributor valve is provided as the feed valve means

and exhaust valve means for each of a cooperating set

of adsorbent beds.

20. The apparatus of claim 11, in which a closed centre

three-way valve is provided for each adsorbent bed as

feed valve and exhaust valve for that adsorbent bed.

21. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the number "N" of

adsorbent beds is an even number, an opposed pair of

beds is defined as a first bed and a second bed with a

relative cycle phase difference of 180° between the

first and second adsorbent beds, and there are N/2

opposed pairs of adsorbent beds.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, with a closed centre four-

way valve provided for each opposed pair of adsorbent

beds as the feed valve means and exhaust valve means

for that opposed pair.

23. The apparatus of claim 11, in which each adsorbent bed

is provided as an adsorbent element formed from layered

adsorbent sheets, the sheets being the adsorbent

material with a reinforcement material, with spacers

between the sheets to establish flow channels in a flow

direction tangential to the sheets and between adjacent

pairs of sheets.
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24. The apparatus of claim 23, with the adsorbent sheet

formed of a glass or mineral fiber reinforcement

matrix , and loaded with zeolite crystallite powder with

a binder.

25. The apparatus of claim 23, with the adsorbent sheet

formed of an aluminum foil, coated on one or both sides

with a zeolite adsorbent and a binder.

26. The apparatus of claim 23, in which the adsorber

element is formed as a spiral roll by rolling an

adsorbent sheet with spacers as a leaf spirally about

a cylindrical mandrel, the spacers defining a radial

separation between adjacent layers of the roll for flow

channels, so that the mandrel defines a core of the

spiral roll, and the spiral roll is installed with the

core substantially concentric inside a cylindrical

housing, with the spacer defining flow channels with a

flow direction substantially parallel to the axis of

the spiral roll established by the axes of the mandrel

and the housing, the flow channels having a first end

and a second end at axially separated opposite ends of

the spiral roll.

27. The apparatus of claim 23, in which the adsorbent

sheets are formed as annular discs having an inner

diameter and an outer diameter, the discs being stacked

along their common axis between end plates and with

spacers between adjacent discs so as to define flow

channels with a radial flow direction.

28. The apparatus of claim 27, in which the outer diameter

is the first end of the adsorber element, and the inner

diameter is the second end of the adsorber element.

29. The apparatus of claim 20, in which the adsorbent bed

is installed within the expansion piston whose wall

forms a sealing contact within the expansion cylinder,
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with the adsorbent bed second end communicating to the

expansion chamber and the adsorbent bed first end

communicating to a valve port through the wall of the

expansion piston, and the expansion cylinder wall

having a feed port communicating to the feed supply

means and an exhaust port communicating to the exhaust

means, such that the valve port is open to the feed

port and the exhaust port is closed when the expansion

piston is at or near its top dead centre position, the

valve port is open to the exhaust port and the feed

port is closed when the expansion piston is at or near

its bottom dead centre position, and the valve port,

feed port and exhaust port are all closed to fluid flow

when the expansion piston is at or near an intermediate

position between its top and bottom dead centre

positions.

30. The apparatus of claim 21, in which each opposed pair

of adsorbent beds is installed within a double-acting

expansion piston whose wall forms a sealing contact

within the expansion cylinder, the expansion piston

defining first and second expansion chambers at

opposite ends of the expansion cylinder, with the

second end of the first adsorbent bed communicating to

the first expansion chamber and the second end of the

second adsorbent bed communicating to the second

expansion chamber, with the first end of the first

adsorbent bed communicating to a first valve port in

the sealing wall of the expansion piston and the first

end of the second adsorbent bed communicating to a

second valve port in the sealing wall of the expansion

piston, and the expansion cylinder wall having a feed

port communicating to the feed supply means and exhaust

ports communicating to the exhaust means, such that the

expansion piston in the expansion cylinder functions as

a closed centre four-way spool valve as the feed valve

means and exhaust valve means for that pair of

adsorbent beds.
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31. The apparatus of claim 29, in which the adsorbent bed

is provided as an adsorbent element formed from layered

adsorbent sheets, the sheets being the adsorbent

material with a reinforcement material, with spacers

between the sheets to establish flow channels in a flow

direction tangential to the sheets and between adjacent

pairs of sheets.

32. The apparatus of claim 31, in which the adsorber

element is formed as a spiral roll by rolling an

adsorbent sheet with spacers as a leaf spirally about

a cylindrical mandrel, the spacers defining a radial

separation between adjacent layers of the roll for flow

channels, so that the mandrel defines a core of the

spiral roll, and the spiral roll is installed with the

core substantially concentric inside the expansion

piston, with the spacer defining flow channels with a

flow direction substantially parallel to the axis of

the spiral roll established by the axes of the mandrel

and the housing, the flow channels having a first end

and a second end at axially separated opposite ends of

the spiral roll.

33. The apparatus of claim 11, in which the feed supply

means includes a compressor, and the exhaust means

includes a vacuum pump.

34. The apparatus of claim 33, in which the compressor is

a blower compressing air from nominally atmospheric

pressure to a pressure rising to the higher pressure

within each feed step for an adsorbent bed.

35. The apparatus of claim 33, in which the number of beds

is N = 4.

36. The apparatus of claim 21, in which for each opposed

pair of adsorbent beds, the feed supply means includes

a feed chamber, the feed chamber communicating to an
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inlet check valve and to the feed valve means for the

opposed pair of adsorbent beds, and with reciprocating

drive means to reciprocate the feed chamber at twice

the cycle frequency so as to perform a feed step for

each bed of the opposed pair during a cycle.

37. The apparatus of claim 36, in which for each opposed

pair of adsorbent beds, the exhaust means includes an

exhaust chamber, the exhaust chamber communicating to

an exhaust check valve and to the exhaust valve means

for the opposed pair of adsorbent beds, and with

reciprocating drive means to reciprocate the exhaust

chamber at twice the cycle frequency so as to perform

an exhaust step for each bed of the opposed pair during

a cycle.

38. The apparatus of claim 37, in which the feed chamber

and the exhaust chamber are provided within a

feed/exhaust cylinder, the cylinder enclosing the feed

chamber and exhaust chamber separated by a piston on a

piston rod, with the piston rod penetrating the feed

chamber so that the ratio of the swept volume of the

exhaust chamber to the swept volume of the feed chamber

is [D2/(D2 - d2
) ] for piston diameter "D" and piston rod

diameter wd M
, and with the reciprocating drive means

coupled to the piston rod.

39. The apparatus of claim 38, with two opposed pairs of

adsorbent beds phased 90° apart, and with two opposed

feed/ exhaust cylinders with their pistons coupled to

opposite ends of a common piston rod as feed supply

means and exhaust means for the four adsorbent beds.

40. The apparatus of claim 39, with the common piston rod

reciprocated by a scotch yoke drive.

41. The apparatus of claim 30, with the double-acting

expansion piston coupled by a small diameter piston
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rod, with the piston rod reciprocated by a scotch yoke

drive.
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